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The estimation of distribution algorithm (EDA) aims to explicitly model the probability distribution of the quality solutions to the
underlying problem. By iterative filtering for quality solution from competing ones, the probability model eventually approximates
the distribution of global optimum solutions. In contrast to classic evolutionary algorithms (EAs), EDA framework is flexible and
is able to handle inter variable dependence, which usually imposes difficulties on classic EAs.The success of EDA relies on effective
and efficient building of the probability model.This paper facilitates EDA from the adaptive memory programming (AMP) domain
which has developed several improved forms of EAs using the Cyber-EA framework. The experimental result on benchmark TSP
instances supports our anticipation that the AMP strategies can enhance the performance of classic EDA by deriving a better
approximation for the true distribution of the target solutions.

1. Introduction

Since the 1960s, the idea of bioinspired computation has
created fruitful implementations for evolutionary algorithms
(EAs). Among them, the genetic algorithm (GA) is one
of the most remarkable notions that draw on Darwinian
Theory. Researchers have developed successful applications
by using GAs in the domains where the classic analytical
and numerical methods are not suitable to be applied. A
typical example is the optimization problems with the black-
box evaluation for the solution quality. This is commonly
seen in real world practice that no analytical expression is
available for computing the solution quality. Instead, a black-
box procedure running a simulation model of the problem is
applied to estimate the fitness of the trial solution. The use of
evolution metaphor and black-box estimation has promoted
the popularity of GA as being a viable approach for tackling
complex and unstructured problems.

Holland [1] developed the schema theorem for building
themathematical foundations forGAs.The schema (a pattern
of gene alleles) having constantly above-average fitness,
shorter defining length, and lower order will be more likely
to survive against genetic operations and reproduce copies

of themselves at an exponential rate along the evolutionary
generations.This ideal assumption leads to a fast convergence
in identifying the building blocks for constructing the global
optimal solution. However, the simple genetic algorithm
(sGA) is plagued by the deceptive problem which indicates
that some useful building blocks may be discarded through
successive genetic operations. This phenomenon happens
when the significance of the evaluated fitness for schema at
shorter defining length and lower order contradicts with that
measured at longer defining length, and higher order, thus
drawing the evolution away from the global optimal solution.
Discovering the dependence relationships between alleles in
the chromosome is a vivid research direction for preventing
sGA from trapping by the deceptive problem.

The estimation of distribution algorithm (EDA) intends
to explicitly model the probability distribution of uniformly
sampled solutions from those which have a fitness value
greater than a threshold. Through selection on elitism to
form the next population, the fitness threshold is increasingly
strict along the number of generations until the elite indi-
viduals in the population cannot be further improved. EDA
thus iteratively approximates the probability distribution of
the global optima. The probability model can render the
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Figure 1: Flow diagram of the EDA framework.

dependence between variables, and the linkage relationship
is reserved during sampling on the model. The variable-
dependencemodeling is performed through the factorization
technique. Mutually dependent variables are grouped as a
factor. The solution is considered as a set of nonoverlapping
factors where the variable is dependent on the remaining
variables contained in the same factor but is independent
of those variables belonging to the other factors. Then the
conditional probabilities for each factor are computed, and
their multiplications form the final aggregate probability
model. The success of EDA relies on if the probability model
is learned efficiently and accurately by the algorithm.

The source of the original idea for developing the EDA
can be dated back to 1994 [2] though the term EDA first
appeared in 1996 [3].The EDA replaces the implicit biological
operations performed in classic EAs by building a probabilis-
tic model to describe the population. The previous research
on EDA majorly focuses on three challenging issues. (1)
Select/learn a probability model that accurately describes the
variable dependence of the addressed problem, (2) develop
a procedure that effectively learn the parameters of the
probability model, and (3) hybridize the EDA with search
heuristics developed in other domains to obtain the result in
shorter time. In this paper, we consider the three issues all
together because they are interrelated and we believe that the
performance of EDA can be significantly enhanced from an
integrated system view.

We construct our method primarily by drawing notions
from the domain of the adaptive memory programming
(AMP) [4] which has shown to be one of the most effective
forms of metaheuristics. The AMP is a suite of algorithms
which utilize adaptive memory structure to record the tem-
poral changes on the status of the produced solutions, and
responsive strategies are executed in accordance with the
status changes. The AMP is effective in locating influential

solutions (in improving the future solutions) which are
usually hardly produced by using classic EAs. Notable AMP
algorithms are tabu search (TS) [4], scatter search (SS) [5],
path relinking [6], ejection chain [7], and greedy randomized
adaptive search procedure (GRASP) [8], to name a few.
Recent literature [9–11] has shown that the performance
of EAs can be significantly improved by using the AMP
techniques. One of the remarkable forms for combining EAs
and AMP is the Cyber-EA framework [12] which has created
several effective algorithms [9, 13–15]. The contributions of
this paper are as follows. (1) In contrast to previous EDA
research, our improvements on the EDA algorithm are made
from a system point of view. Elaborated learning strategies
have been proposed for each EDA component. (2) Under
the Cyber-EA framework, variousmanipulations on adaptive
memory and responsive strategies are proposed. (3) Solid
statistical and property analyses are conducted for providing
insights into the interactions between different strategies.

The remainder of this paper is organized as follows.
Section 2 presents a literature review of the EDA methods
and the AMP techniques relevant to our work. Section 3
describes the proposed method. Section 4 presents experi-
mental results on performance evaluation. Finally, conclud-
ing remarks are given in Section 5.

2. Literature Review

2.1. Learning Issues in EDA. The flow diagram of the EDA
framework is illustrated in Figure 1. Spiritually similar to
most EAs, the EDA algorithm improves the quality of the
current population through generational update. The main
difference is the use of the probability model which replaces
the reproduction component of classic EAs by sampling
solutions on the probability model. The EDA framework
consists of four major components, namely, the selection,
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learning, sampling, and replacement. The selection com-
ponent selects a subset (with size 𝑀) from the current
population (with size𝑁) to form a quality pool of samples for
the subsequent update of the probabilitymodel.The selection
is usually performed on a greedy selection basis; that is,
the best 𝑀 individuals in terms of fitness are retained in
the pool. The learning component constructs the probability
model by updating the probabilities through learning from
the observations on the samples contained in the pool. The
sampling component reproduces 𝐾 new samples from the
learned probability model. Finally, the 𝐾 samples are used
to replace part or entire of the current population in the
replacement component. The four components are iterated
until the program reaches the satisfaction of the specified
stopping criterion which is usually set as that the evolution
reaches a maximal number of fitness evaluations or the
population has not changed for a large number of fitness
evaluations.

As previously noted, there are three learning issues in
previous EDA research. The first issue investigates the selec-
tion of an appropriate probability model that fits the char-
acteristic of the addressed problem. To model the variable
(in)dependence relationship in a problem is a difficult task
and could be an optimization process itself. Grahl et al. [16]
classified the variable (in)dependence relationship into three
situations: no interactions between variables, interactions
between two variables, and interactions between multiple
variables. The factorization technique is a general scheme
for modeling the three situations. The variables contained in
a solution are divided into disjoint factors. The variable is
dependent on the remaining variables contained in the same
factor but is independent of those variables belonging to the
other factors. Provided that a solution 𝐹 has 𝑚 factors 𝐹

𝑖
,

𝑖 = 1, 2, . . . , 𝑚. The probability distribution of observing 𝐹 is
estimated by the product of density for each factor as follows:

𝑃 (𝐹) =

𝑚

∏
𝑖=1

𝑃
𝜃𝑖
(𝐹
𝑖
) , (1)

where 𝜃
𝑖
is the vector of parameters for the probability

density of factor 𝐹
𝑖
. The simplest form of the probability

model decomposes the multivariate density into a product of
univariate densities (i.e., no interaction between variables).
Early variants of EDA, such as of PBIL [2], UMDA [3], and
cGA [17], stick to this no-interaction model. These methods
deal with binary discrete optimization and learn a proba-
bility vector whose element value indicates the probability
of each binary variable of being 1. This probability model
has proved to be able to solve to optimality the unimodal
optimization problems, but it is limited to be applied to solve
problems involving multiple modals. On the other hand, the
probability model accommodating bivariate or multivariate
interactions is theoretically able to describe more complex
characteristics of the problems, but it is computationally
expensive and it may incur spurious variable relationships.
The EDA variants, including MIMIC [18], COMIT [19], and
BMDA [20], employed bivariate factors to model the inter-
actions between two variables. More recent EDA algorithms,
such as ECGA [21], BOA [22], hBOA [23], EBNA [24], and

LFDA [25], aim to model interactions between multiple
variables.

The second issue relates effectivemethods for learning the
parameters of the adopted probability model. The methods
for constructing the probability model can be divided into
nonparametric and parametric approaches. Nonparametric
approaches are adopted for dealing with combinatorial opti-
mization problems. The approaches, such as the probability
vector, marginal histogram model, tree structure, directed
acyclic graph, and Bayesian network, consider the relative
frequency of each bit value stored in the frequency table as
the probability parameters. The complexity of computations
and memory storage depends on the cardinality of each
variable factor and the learning schemes themselves. For
example, PBIL employs competitive learning for shifting the
probability vector towards representing those in high evalu-
ation sampled solutions. The BOA uses the previously built
Bayesian networks to predict the next network structure. On
the other hand, parametric methods are adopted for model-
ing the continuous optimization problems and thesemethods
usually rely on variants of the normal probability density
function (pdf). The extension of some discrete models has
been developed for this purpose. PBILc [26] and UMDAc
[27] are adaptations of PBIL and UMDA to continuous
domains. Following the no-interaction model, they apply the
maximum-likelihood-estimate method to derive mean and
variance for the normal pdf of each variable. MIMICc [28]
is adapted fromMIMIC by extending the Bayesian networks
to Gaussian networks which can handle conditional normal
pdf.The Iterated Density Estimation Evolutionary Algorithm
(IDEA) [29] uses mixture distribution of multiple normal
pdfs to describe the possible multimodal nature of the search
function, so IDEA is able to concentrate onmore than a single
peak in the continuous domains.

Finally, the third issue of EDA research contemplates
that the performance of EDA algorithms can be significantly
improved if they are hybridized with appropriate search
heuristics in other domains. Handa [30] proposed the niche
separation mechanism to split converse schemata into two
subpopulations (niches) such that when the incumbent pop-
ulation is converged, the other can be used for substitution.
Ahn and Kim [31] developed an extended compact parti-
cle swarm optimization (EcPSO) which combines particle
swarm optimization and EDA to reserve their unique fea-
tures. Zhang et al. [32] created an EDA hybrid by embedding
two local search heuristics into the EDA framework and
called their algorithm EDA/L. The simplex local search is
applied to every sampled solution and the UOBDQA local
search is used to improve selected solutions obtained by the
simplex method.

2.2. AMP Strategies. Glover [33] first coined the Tabu search
and developed it to a broader domain called the adaptive
memory programming (AMP) [4]. The AMP investigates
the usage of adaptive memory to record the solution status
variations along the search course and then intrigues the
execution of particular search strategies in order to respond
to the status dynamics and obtain better solutions. Several
useful AMP techniques have been proposed in the scatter
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search and path relinking template (SS/PR template) [6].
AMP can handle complex landscape in the objective space,
especially when the local search process stagnates by local
optimality. There are two major types of strategies proposed
in the AMP domain to alleviate this ailing situation. The
first method is used to escape from the local optimum by
employing complex neighborhood concepts (such methods
as path relinking, improvement method, and ejection chain)
and resume the exploitation search. The second approach is
to restart the search course with a new initial seed solution
contained in a region which is not charted yet in the search
history (suchmethods as diversification generation, reference
set rebuilding, and restarting). Many evidences reported in
the literature have shown that AMP is useful for enhancing
evolutionary algorithms. Yin et al. [9] developed the Cyber
Swarm Algorithm which is an enhanced form of swarm
algorithms by incorporating AMP features into the particle
swarm optimization (PSO). Nakano et al. [10] hybridized
PSOwith tabu search to implement intensification and diver-
sification searches more effectively. Taillard and Gambardella
[11] showed that ant systems and genetic algorithms can be
improved by AMP in solving the quadratic assignment prob-
lem. Kessentini et al. [34] proposed a nonuniform adaptive
PSO for rapid resolution of plasmonic biosensor problem
and compared favorably to several PSO variants. Maquera
et al. [35] presented an application of AMP strategies to
the vehicle routing problem with simultaneous delivery and
pickup goods. Hassannezhad and Javadian [36] developed
a self-adaptive differential evolution (DE) for designing the
cellular manufacturing systems and showed the robustness
of their algorithm by testing on a set of 25 cell formation
instances. Due to the previous success of EDA and AMP, we
propose to enhance the performance of EDA by exploiting
strategies that have beenwell established in theAMPdomain.

In addition to responsive strategies, another feature of
AMP is the use of adaptive memory mechanism which
is further classified as short-term and long-term memory.
The short-term memory stores the values found in recent
status such as the current population and the forbidden
solutions in the tabu list. The long-term memory monitors
the status changes in a longer term of time duration. Previous
researches have suggested, for example, the frequency of
dominant variable values, the reference solutions with both
quality and diversity properties, and the duration in which
the best solution has not improved. The reference set stores
long-term elite solutions with respect to a threshold for the
minimal mutual distance between these elite solutions. The
reference set has a fixed size. The worst solution 𝑥 contained
in the reference set is replaced by a new elite solution 𝑦 if the
quality of 𝑥 is worse than that of 𝑦 and 𝑦 satisfies theminimal
mutual distance constraint. The size of reference set is much
smaller than that of the population size. This is to avoid
the massive computations due to the systematic, instead of
stochastic, way of utilizing the members in the reference set.

3. Proposed Method

In contrast to the development conception of previous EDA
variants, our proposed method enhances EDA from a system

Table 1:TheCyber-EDA strategies for enhancing EDAcomponents.

EDA component Cyber-EDA strategy

Selection Diversification generation
Improvement method

Learning
Thresholding with short-term memory
Incremental learning with long-term
memory
Probability model rebuilding with
long-term memory

Sampling Weighting sampling scheme

Replacement

Generational population update with
short-term memory
Restart population rebuilding with
long-term memory
Partial population rebuilding with
long-term memory

point of view. Recall the flow diagram of the EDA framework
(Figure 1), there are four major components, namely, the
selection, learning, sampling, and replacement. Each of the
four components can be contemplated for improvement by
intriguing strategies from the AMP optimization domains.
In this paper, we propose the Cyber-EDA of which the
new features for constructing each EDA component are
summarized in Table 1 andwill be articulated in the following
subsections.

3.1. Cyber-EDA Selection Component

3.1.1. Diversification Generation. In the original SS/PR tem-
plate, the diversification generation method is used for
constructing the initial or rebuilt populations and the update
of the reference set. The aim is to preserve contrasting
solutions in a hope to produce promising solutions that
are unobtainable by using greedy selection. Analogously, we
apply the diversification generation method for the EDA
selection component to obtain 𝑀 diverse individuals from
the initial or rebuilt populations. It is worth noting that the
diversification generation method is not applied to the gen-
erational populations such that the evolutionary information
is preserved. The diversification control can be facilitated
by different means. We can directly generate a diversified
population by applying the Taguchi method which is broadly
used in the experimental design field. The Taguchi method
provides orthogonal arrays that can generate representative
and mutually diversified samples. Another alternative is to
first generate a larger population with 𝑁 random individual
solutions. Then a smaller subset with𝑀 diversified solutions
can be produced from the population by the max-min
distance principle as follows. For each of the 𝑁 solutions in
the population, the minimum distance from it to each of the
remaining solutions in the population is computed.Then, the
solutions are sorted in descending order of the minimum
distance. The top ranked 𝑀 solutions in the order are thus
selected.
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3.1.2. Improvement Method. Improvement method is a local
search heuristic that has been included as a mandatory
component in several effectivemetaheuristic algorithms such
as the Scatter Search, GRASP, and Memetic Algorithms.
The improvement method pushes the trial solutions towards
nearby local optima, and the schema contained in the local
optima is helpful in constructing promising solutions. We
anticipate that the improvement method can be also used to
enhance the performance of EDA. The learned probability
model is inevitably biased due to the limit of the population
size and the process of the sampling.The classic EDA intends
to reduce the bias through successive generations of greedy
competition among individuals. However, this may lead to a
lengthy process. The improvement method can expedite this
competition process by making it start with a population of
diverse local optima and also by maintaining a reference set
which contains quality and diverse solutions. Consequently,
in the proposed Cyber-EDA, the improvement method is
performed at two places. First, it is executed in succession
of the diversification generation method; thus, the members
in the initial or rebuilt populations are drawn towards local
optima. Second, the improvement method is applied to the
new member(s) of the reference set during the reference set
update process. The reference solutions are used for partial
population rebuilding upon the critical event as will be
noted.There are several effective combinatorial improvement
methods in the AMP literature such as the insertion method,
n-opt, ejection chain, and path relinking, to name a few.These
methods can be separately used as a single improvement
method or they can be combined as a compound one with
a more complex neighborhood structure.

3.2. Cyber-EDA Learning Component. The probability model
learning component in Cyber-EDA makes use of mem-
ory manipulations as has been contemplated in the AMP
domain.TheCyber-EDAhas two types ofmemory structures.
The short-term memory tallies the probability distribution
describing the new population. The long-term memory
keeps records of both the probability model that is learned
through successive populations and the AMP parameters
which are used to guide the evolution conducted between
successive restarts. The two types of memory manipulations
are described as follows.

3.2.1. Thresholding with Short-Term Memory. To reduce the
sampling bias incurred by the limited-size of the population
and the sampling process, we propose the thresholding tech-
nique to manipulate the short-term memory which records
the frequencies of the solutions selected from the current
population. The thresholding technique restrains the highest
frequency by an adaptive threshold and uniformly distributes
the extra counts to the remaining frequency beams. As
a result, the solution with the highest frequency will not
dominate the probabilitymodel andwe can avoid the possible
oversampling of this solution.The adaptive threshold is tuned
according to the number of executed function evaluations,
which indicates the completion percentage of the planned
evolution. Let 𝑇 and 𝑡 be the total number and the current

number of the function evaluations. The current adaptive
threshold value 𝜏

𝑡
is computed as follows:

𝜏
𝑡
= 𝜏
𝑡−1

+ (𝜂
𝑡

𝑇
) . (2)

The current value 𝜏
𝑡
of the adaptive threshold is obtained by

adding an increment to the previous threshold value 𝜏
𝑡−1

.This
increment is proportional to the completion percentage of
the planned overall evolution where 𝜂 is a constant for the
relative scaling between the number of function evaluations
and the threshold value. Hence, the adaptive threshold value
is incrementally increasing within the evolution process and
the increasing rate is also incrementally raised. This design
allows the evolution to focus on exploration at the early stage
by restraining the highest frequency of the sample solution.
As the evolution proceeds, the adaptive threshold value is
incrementally higher, which allows the evolution transition
from exploration to exploitation of promising solutions.

3.2.2. Incremental Learning with Long-Term Memory. In
classic EDA, the previous experience obtained through evo-
lution is retained in two memory structures, the sample
population, and the probability model. These two structures
are interrelated and are updated along the evolution. In
the machine learning domain, incremental learning suggests
to target the objective function by combining immediate
experience and previous experience.The previous experience
is discounted to favor the importance of latest experience
from the most immediate observations. The incremental
learning technique has proved effective in many applications
[37]. We thus implement the incremental learning scheme
in the probability model building component. In our Cyber-
EDA algorithm, a learning rate 𝑟 ∈ (0, 1) is used to control
the relative importance of the probabilistic model built at
different times. In particular, let 𝑝(V) be the probability of
observing solution V in the previous probability model and
let 𝑞(V) be the probability of V in the probability model built
by the current population, and the probability model for
generating the next pool of samples is incrementally updated
as follows:

𝑝 (V) ← (1 − 𝑟) × 𝑝 (V) + 𝑟 × 𝑞 (V) . (3)

Hence, the probability model will be more significantly
affected by the distributions of the current population than
those of previous populations if 𝑟 is close to 1.

Similar to the tuning of the adaptive threshold, we use a
decreasing value for 𝑟 as the number of function evaluations
increases in order to make the incremental learning focus
on exploration at the early stage and gradually transit to
exploitation. In particular, the learning rate 𝑟 is adaptively
tuned by the following equation:

𝑟
𝑡
= max (𝑟min, 𝑟𝑡−1 × (1 −

𝑡

𝑇
)) , (4)

where 𝑟
𝑡
is the value for the learning rate performed at 𝑡

function evaluations and 𝑟min is the minimum value for the
learning rate. In other words, the value of 𝑟

𝑡
is monotone-

decreasing until it reaches 𝑟min .
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Figure 2: General concept of the AMP restart search strategy.

3.2.3. Probability Model Rebuilding with Long-Term Memory.
One of the prominent search strategies in the AMP domain
is the restart strategy with long-term memory. A common
challenging issue to all of the evolutionary algorithms is the
premature convergence problem, indicating that the best,
however not acceptable, individual solution found so far has
not improved for a large number of function evaluations.
By referring to long-term memory, the restart strategy aims
to guide the search towards an uncharted space. The restart
strategy reinitiates a new search session by rebuilding the
reference solutions, and the new search session may use a
different set of the search scheme parameters in contrast
to the previous session. The rebuilt solutions must have
contrasting features that are not contained in previously
found solutions and the employment of new values for
search scheme parameters can create different neighborhood
concept for the new search session. The general concept of
restart search strategy is shown in Figure 2. In the same
line, our Cyber-EDA algorithm adopts the restart strategy to
rebuild the probabilitymodel in order to escape the trap from
local optima.

In the context of EDA, restart might mean the probability
model rebuilding. Its necessity emerges from the sort of
critical event in which all of the new sampled solutions
cannot replace any of the solutions in the population for a
sufficiently large number of generations. The critical event
can be detected by referring to the long-term memory
which keeps record of population replacement status along
generations. The restart strategy for the probability model
rebuilding is facilitated in two aspects. First, the population is
rebuilt by using new solutionswhich possessmutual diversity.
This process is referred to as population rebuilding and will
be articulated in description for the Cyber-EDA replacement
component. Second, the system parameters can be adaptively
tuned in accordancewith the status of the long-termmemory.
These parameters include either or both the probability
model parameters (i.e., probabilities) and the search strategy
parameters. The probabilities can be either retained or reset
to null value and learn from scratch in the new restart session.
For the latter case, we do not need to worry about the perfor-
mance deterioration due to the abandon of the probabilities
because the elite solutions found in the search history have
been tallied in the reference set. On contrary, the reconstruc-
tion of the probability model may be beneficial to future
findings of potential solutions which are overlooked from

the previous search trajectories. As indicated in Figure 2,
the restart strategy splits the entire evolutionary process
into separate search sessions. It is desired to have each
session start with more emphasis on exploration search
seeking for uncharted space and then gradually change to
exploitation search for local optima. The adaptive tuning
of the Cyber-EDA search strategy parameters can produce
the desired search sessions. As noted, the parameter 𝜏

𝑡
of

the thresholding technique and the parameter 𝑟 used by the
incremental learning are adaptively tuned for determining
the relative contribution from various sources of experience.
Once a new search session is created by the restart strategy, we
reset 𝜏

𝑡
and 𝑟 to their initial value and thus adapt the search

strategy to focus on the exploration of new experience.

3.3. Cyber-EDA Sampling Component. Most EDA algorithms
perform the probabilistic sampling according to the learned
probability model to generate new solution samples. The
contribution of every sample for the update of the probability
model is the same. We consider a more aggressive form of
sampling, which we call weighting sampling scheme, in the
Cyber-EDA. Inspired by the success of the Cyber Swarm
Algorithm [9] which aggressively scales the contribution
from various local guides according to their fitness quality,
and the Cyber-EDA gives multiplication of contribution to
high-fitness samples. It is in a sense analogous to the situation
in which the solution is sampled multiple times from the
probability model, but actually the solution is only sampled
once. This scheme is especially useful for solving the under-
sampling problem.The proposedweighting sampling scheme
gives each sampled solution 𝑠

𝑖
a weight 𝑤

𝑖
by the following

equation:

𝑤
𝑖
= 𝛿 ×

𝑓
𝑖

∑
𝐾

𝑗=1
𝑓
𝑗

, (5)

where 𝑓
𝑖
is the fitness of solution 𝑠

𝑖
, 𝐾 is the number of

sampled solutions, and 𝛿 is a constant for determining the
contribution of a solution with average fitness.

3.4. Cyber-EDA Replacement Component

3.4.1. Generational Population Update with Short-Term Mem-
ory. The Cyber-EDA applies the generational population
update in the same way as that performed bymost EDA algo-
rithms. The sampled solutions obtained from the sampling
component compete for survival with all the solutions in the
current population. The survival competition is conducted
based on a greedy selection on fitness, such that the best fit-
ness solutionswill form the next population.The generational
population update is essential to the continuing improvement
on the lower bound of the fitness for all the solutions in the
current population. Hence the estimation of the distribution
converges to that for the global optima. As the sampled
solutions are temporarily stored in the short-term memory,
they are removed after the replacement component process
unless the sampled solutions satisfy the quality and diversity
test for updating the reference set.
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3.4.2. Population Rebuilding with Long-Term Memory. In
contrast to the generational population update which is
conducted at every generation by using the sampled solutions
stored in the short-term memory, the population rebuilding
is activated upon signal of critical events which are detected
by reference to long-termmemory.TheCyber-EDA facilitates
two types of population rebuilding, namely, the restart pop-
ulation rebuilding and the partial population rebuilding, as
presented as follows. First, the restart population rebuilding
is part of the noted restart strategy which reinitiates a new
search session. It is activated at the critical event when
the previous search session stagnates in improving the best
solution for 𝛼

1
successive iterations. In order to generate

a population which has contrasting features to previous
populations, a larger population with𝑁 random solutions is
generated.Then a smaller subset with𝑀 diversified solutions
is produced from the population by the max-min distance
principle as previously noted in the diversification generation
method.

Second, the partial population rebuilding is activated
at a less critical event in which the best solution has not
improved for 𝛼

2
successive iterations and 𝛼

2
< 𝛼
1
. The

purpose of partial population rebuilding is not for restart
of another search session. Instead, it replaces part of the
current population with diverse and quality solutions and
tries to make the current search session more effective in
improving the best solution.The diverse and quality solutions
can be produced by using the reference set. The SS/PR
template [6] has proposed a solution generation method
which proceeds as follows. First, all the 2-element subsets of
the reference set are generated. For each 2-element subset,
one solution is selected to be the initiating solution and
another solution is designated as a guiding solution.Then the
initiating solution is transformed into the guiding solution
by generating a succession of moves that introduce attributes
from the guiding solution into the initiating solution. When
relinking the initiating solution to the guiding solution,
several trial solutions along the path will be produced. The
best fitness solution of them is used for partial population
update.

4. Experimental Results and Analysis

To evaluate the performance of the proposed Cyber-EDA
algorithm, we have chosen the well-known traveling sales-
man problem (TSP) as the optimization test benchmark.
Twenty problem instances covering different scales of prob-
lem size from 48 to 400 cities are selected from the
TSPLIB. The platform for conducting the experiments is
a personal computer equipped with a 2.26GHz CPU and
4.0GB RAM. All programs are codified in C# language. We
have determined the parameter values for all the compared
algorithms through the experimental design method. For
each parameter, several typical values are tested with a subset
of the dataset. The parameter value leading to the best result
is adopted in subsequent experiments. In particular, for the
parameter setting of all the compared EDA-based algorithms,
the marginal histogram model with bivariate interactions is

employed as the probability model; that is, the joint probabil-
ity of any two cities observed in succession within the visiting
route is estimated. The population size 𝑁 is equivalent to
the problem size (the number of city nodes). In the selection
component,𝑀 = ⌊𝑁/2⌋ best solutions are selected from the
current population to be fed into the learning component for
updating the probability model. In the sampling component,
𝐾 = ⌊𝑁/4⌋ solutions samples are produced from the learned
probability model. The stopping criterion for execution of all
tested programs is set to having performed 200,000 solution
fitness evaluations. The additional parameters used by the
Cyber-EDA algorithm are set as follows. The reference set
adopted as the long-term memory used in the Cyber-EDA
accommodates ⌊𝑁/5⌋ quality and diverse solutions ever
observed in the search history. The 2-opt local heuristic
is employed as the improvement method in the selection
component. The initial value of 𝜏 and 𝑟 is set to ⌊𝑁/4⌋ and
0.5, respectively. The minimum learning rate 𝑟min is 0.1. The
two criteria for the critical event are set as 𝛼

1
= 40,000 and 𝛼

2

= 20,000.
As for the time complexity of all the compared EDA

variants, most researchers working in the EDA domain
use the number of the solution fitness evaluations as the
measure of the time complexity because the solution fitness
evaluation is often the most time-consuming component in
the designed algorithms. We adopted the same approach in
our experiments and fixed the number of the solution fitness
evaluations to 200,000 for all the compared EDA variants.
By fixing the number of the solution fitness evaluations, the
effectiveness for obtaining the global optimal solutions by
each competing algorithm can be observed. Moreover, as for
the space complexity issue, the Cyber-EDA uses an extra
long-term memory structure called the reference set which
intends to reserve the information diversity of the population
and the probability model. The size of the reference set is
negligible since the population size varies from 48 to 400
depending on the problem instance.

4.1. Comparative Performances. In this section we present
the comparative performances of the classic EDA and the
Cyber-EDA. Because the Cyber-EDA is coupled with various
AMP strategies, we have conducted preliminary experiments
to identify the principal strategies which significantly affect
the performance of the Cyber-EDA. We found that such
strategies as the diversification generation, improvement
method, incremental learning, and the weighting sampling
scheme are the principal strategies and, if they are employed
simultaneously, can improve the performance of the classic
EDA by at least 30% over all of the test problem instances.
We deem these principal strategies as the default strategies
as our baseline Cyber-EDA, which we denote as 𝐸∗. Next,
we proceed with the performance evaluation for the baseline
Cyber-EDA with the adaptive thresholding technique (𝐸∗

𝑇
),

the partial population rebuilding with reference set (𝐸∗ref), the
restart population rebuilding (𝐸∗retart), and the full-set Cyber-
EDA with all the proposed AMP strategies.

All the compared EDA variants are stochastic method.
Each single run of the same algorithmmay produce different
results depending on the random values generated. In order
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to conduct a fair performance comparison, each compared
algorithm is executed 30 times on every problem instance
with various initial random numbers and the mean and
the standard deviation of the TSP tour cost calculated over
these multiple runs are used as the performance indices. The
mean cost reflects the quality level of the solution obtained
by an algorithm and the standard deviation indicates the
stabilization of the corresponding algorithm to obtain such
a solution. The experimental results on the 20 TSP problem
instances are listed in Table 2. The mean and the standard
deviation (Std) for the cost of the obtained tour are calculated
over 30 independent runs. It is observed that all of the Cyber-
EDA variants significantly outperform the classic EDA in
terms of the mean cost on the whole test problem set. As
for the three Cyber-EDA test strategies, it seems that the
adaptive thresholding technique (𝐸∗

𝑇
) has minor contribu-

tions compared to those by the two population rebuilding
strategies (𝐸∗ref and 𝐸

∗

retart). The 𝐸∗
𝑇
strategy may be effective

for very small problem instances such as Att48, Berlin52,
Eil51, and Eil76. This is because small size instances are more
likely to suffer oversampling of a particular solution, and this
sampling bias has been avoided by the 𝐸∗

𝑇
strategy. However,

for the larger problem instances, the effect of undersampling
in some regions of the solution space is more profound. In
this case, the two population rebuilding strategies provide
fruitful sources of diversified and quality solutions to guide
the search towards uncharted space.Thedistinct properties of
𝐸
∗

ref and 𝐸
∗

retart will be noted by the epoch analysis in the next
subsection. Finally, the Cyber-EDA algorithmwhich employs
the full set of all the proposed AMP strategies produces the
best mean cost in 15 out of the 20 problem instances.The high
percentage of winning by the Cyber-EDA algorithm indicates
the proposed AMP strategies cooperate well under the EDA
framework.

4.2. Epoch Analysis. In this section we present the epoch
analysis for the critical events observed during the simulation
runs. Recall that the Cyber-EDA uses two distinct levels
of critical event to trigger the restart population rebuilding
and the partial population rebuilding. The two distinct levels
indicate two different lengths of stagnation in improving the
best solution. The restart population rebuilding is designed
for escaping the longer stagnation by creating a new random
population with diversification control. The epoch analysis
is shown in Figure 3. Since the start of the evolution, the
cost of the best solution in the current population decreases
as the number of function evaluations increases, but before
long it stops improving the best solution at around 30,000
function evaluations. This stagnation phenomenon lasts for
a sufficiently long period (𝛼

1
successive evaluations) and

satisfies the restart critical event. The restart strategy is thus
activated and it rebuilds the entire population. It is worth
noting that the best solution in the rebuilt population may
have a very worst cost, but the high diversity among the
solutions in the rebuilt population and the new settings of the
system parameters by the model rebuilding guide the search
towards new space and increase the likelihood to escape
from local optima. It is seen in the figure that after the first
epoch the cost of the best solution dramatically improves to
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Figure 3: Epoch analysis of the restart population rebuilding.
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Figure 4: Epoch analysis of the partial population rebuilding.

a better value than its previous minimal value, and this gain
might not be obtained if the restart strategy is not activated.
Similarly, the same evolutionary behavior is observed again at
the second epochwhere the cost of the best solution improves
until it reaches a satisfactory value.

On the other hand, the partial population rebuilding is
designed to make the current search session more effective
by replacing part of the current population with diverse
and quality solutions produced from the reference set, a
novel notion in the SS/PR template. The partial population
rebuilding is activated at a less critical event than that
used by the restart population rebuilding. Figure 4 shows
the epoch analysis for the partial population rebuilding
strategy. It is seen that the cost of the best solution in the
current population drastically decreases as the number of
function evaluations increases, and the decreasing rate on
the cost becomes gently lower after execution of 50,000
function evaluations. After the execution of 89,900 function
evaluations, the cost value cannot further improve and the
learned probability model seems to suffer the premature
convergence. Not until 109,900 function evaluations when
the partial population rebuilding strategy detects the critical
event that the best solution in the current population has not
improved for a period of 20,000 function evaluations, a set of
diverse and quality solutions produced by the SS/PR template
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Table 2: The mean and the standard deviation (Std) for the cost of the obtained tour.

Problem EDA 𝐸
∗

𝑇
𝐸
∗

ref 𝐸
∗

retart Cyber-EDA
Mean Std Mean Std Mean Std Mean Std Mean Std

Att48 50532 4271 35038 672 35637 623 34846 675 35046 622
Berlin52 9732 816 8098 202 8167 211 8115 221 8132 225
Eil51 658 20 449 8 452 8 449 9 448 7
Eil76 1173 17 605 11 609 18 607 25 601 9
Pr76 250519 4768 122428 8785 121878 3295 120713 4832 119689 2712
St70 1559 38 767 21 750 11 766 19 754 19
KroA100 75500 1327 39739 1691 37008 1786 37251 1453 35487 1244
kroB100 73802 1975 39947 1550 37401 1151 37734 1852 36923 982
kroC100 74348 1416 38927 1453 37210 1331 37266 1526 37236 1152
lin105 53509 1499 25150 1676 23509 1149 24103 2360 22939 1613
pr124 306891 6291 159876 4234 161007 2992 177010 7723 158744 3098
pr144 383242 5754 197845 5023 192221 4601 207098 10282 192230 5584
pr152 483534 11007 238234 5873 239714 5537 257858 14711 238367 5983
rat195 11538 172 6945 154 6898 90 6941 203 6877 143
kroA200 170498 1531 95000 1552 94595 1560 93986 1408 94286 1345
kroB200 166499 4315 94211 1691 93910 1388 93975 1492 93944 1371
pr226 837048 11014 436945 10364 436573 10587 437816 13274 436872 10477
tsp225 22220 320 13543 278 13091 230 13429 171 13043 245
lin318 331904 3233 228198 2588 227380 3391 227597 3222 227394 3024
rd400 122917 1105 88641 1242 88727 3975 88361 970 87380 1012

are used to replace part of the current population, and the
cost of the best solution starts improving again at 118,400
function evaluations (it is noted that the cost change is too
little to clearly see on the figure, but a visible change can be
seen at 129,800 function evaluations). Similar behavior can
be observed at the second epoch. This is because the partial
population rebuilding guides the search towards a new region
in the solution space, and more quality solutions which have
not been seen in the previous search course are sampled and
used to update the probability model.

4.3. Convergence Analysis. We further conduct a statistical
test using the 95% confidence interval analysis. Thirty runs
are executed for the Cyber-EDA algorithm. Figure 5 shows
the evolution of the cost with the 95% confidence interval
for the best solution in the current population. The range of
the confidence interval is within sufficiently narrow bounds
and is very stable throughout the entire evolution cycle. We
can note that the quality of the final solution obtained by the
Cyber-EDA algorithm is guaranteed with a high confidence
level.

5. Concluding Remarks

The research for investigating the variable (in)dependence
relationships through the evolutionary successions is critical
for preserving important schema against genetic operations.
The Estimation of Distribution Algorithms (EDAs) create a
promising domain that learns the probability model of vari-
able (in)dependence. Our Cyber-EDA algorithm draws on
strategies from the adaptive memory programming (AMP)
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Figure 5: Convergence analysis with 95% confidence interval.

for improving the performance of each EDA component.
Notable strategies, namely, the diversification generation,
improvement method, thresholding, incremental learning,
weighting sampling scheme, probability model rebuilding,
and population rebuilding were exploited in this paper. The
experimental result on benchmark TSP instances supports
our anticipation that the AMP strategies can enhance the
performance of classic EDA by deriving a better approxi-
mation for the true distribution of the target solutions. This
study reveals a promising research direction to develop a
more effective EDA by combining various AMP strategies
that adaptively respond to different scenarios (such as the
problem size and the landscape profile) of the optimization
problems.
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